"Technology that enables our network to grow in any environment."

SilverPlatter’s ERL (Electronic Reference Library) Technology enables you to collect, organize and distribute electronic information through a Worldwide Electronic Library. ERL includes full support for user account management, system security enforcement, and usage statistics reporting.

Without compromise, networked users can access exactly the information they need, no matter where the user, or the information is located – with the retrieval interface of choice. Complete, seamless access to your entire electronic database collection is available for DOS, Windows®, Macintosh®, or UNIX® interfaces, with the look and feel of a familiar local search environment.

As new databases and search technologies emerge, ERL keeps pace. SilverPlatter’s Data eXchange Protocol (DXP) allows for the creation of third-party products and services. The result is even more information, and potentially unlimited ways to search it. The constantly-growing array of ERL-compliant databases now includes over 200 CD-ROM titles, many of which are available for loading onto a hard disk, or through Internet Subscriptions.

ERL allows you to effectively respond to users’ needs today, and the changing information landscape of tomorrow.

For complete information about ERL, and about becoming an ERL site, please call 1-800-343-0064.

SilverPlatter Information, Inc.
100 River Ridge Drive, Norwood, MA USA 02062-5043

All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
NEVER JUDGE A BOOK BY ITS COVER.

TACO-LINE®: Majors' TAble of Contents Online, enables you to preview any new book’s table of contents. You can easily access the largest inventory of health science, scientific, technical and business titles in the country and get more detailed information about a particular book. It’s a benefit of the MORE™ system that enables you to look at more than just a cover. Because after all, it's what’s inside that counts.

(Great People) AND (Best Technolog*) AND (Large* Inventory)

MAJORS SCIENTIFIC BOOKS, INC.

DALLAS
214 247-2929
1 800 633-1851
FAX: 214 888-4800

HOUSTON
713 662-3984
1 800 458-9077
FAX: 713 662-9627

ATLANTA
404 608-2660
1 800 241-6551
FAX: 404 608-2656

INTERNET majorbks@class.org
WORLDWIDE WEB ADDRESS http://www.majors.com
NEW! PDR Generics™

The drug database you've been searching for, now available in a compact and convenient format. PDR Generics™ provides quick and easy access to essential drug information, allowing healthcare professionals to determine what would make the best therapeutic choice.

- 1,000 generic drugs with corresponding HDC numbers
- Comprehensive prescribing information
- Complete reference product listings with leading brand names cross-referenced
- HDS-guaranteed accuracy
- Generics database for pharmaceuticals
- Generics database for Federal Upper Limits

Send your order now!

For more information, please visit PDRGenerics.com

Medical Economics

PDR Generics™ is a registered trademark of Medical Economics Company, Inc.
Health Source answers patients' questions...

...and your need for a comprehensive patient-education resource.

1-800-653-2726
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIMELY NEW JOURNALS FROM RAVEN PRESS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

### CLINICAL AND APPLIED THROMBOSIS/HEMOSTASIS

**The Official Journal of the Academy of Clinical and Applied Thrombosis/Hemostasis**
**Editor-in-Chief: Rodger L. Bick**

An invaluable new working tool that offers original research on the latest results of clinical trials, new pharmacologic developments, new laboratory diagnostic procedures and new management strategies for thrombotic and hemorrhagic diseases.

Volume 1, 1995. Published quarterly.
Library/institutional subscription rates:
$118.00 in the U.S., $188.00 elsewhere.

### INFLAMMATORY BOWEL DISEASES

**Official Publication of the Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation of America**
**Editors-in-Chief: Robert Burakoff and Richard P. MacDermott**

Provides current information in the clinical and basic sciences to all physicians and investigators who are caring for patients with IBD or performing research related fields. The journal features peer-reviewed original articles and reviews in basic and clinical sciences, updates on clinical trials, reviews of the current literature, case reports, and other columns.

Volume 1, 1995. Published quarterly.
Library/institutional subscription rates:
$188.00 in the U.S., $118.00 elsewhere.

### THE WILMER RETINA UPDATE

**Editor-in-Chief: Neil M. Bressler**

This eminently authoritative and practical newsletter provides up-to-the-minute case reports that clearly demonstrate the application of recent clinical research to the management of common and rare retinal disorders. Each case is compiled with commentary by a leading retinal specialist and extensively illustrated.

Volume 1, 1995. Published bimonthly.
Library/institutional subscription rates:
$38.00 in the U.S., $203.00 elsewhere.

### TECHNIQUES IN NEUROSURGERY

**Editors: Christopher M. Lofts and H. Hunt Batjer**

Provides technique-oriented coverage of the latest neurosurgical procedures as they are conceived and defined by leading neurosurgeons. Each article covers basic indications, surgical positioning and each phase of the operative procedure.

Volume 1, 1995. Published quarterly.
Library/institutional subscription rates:
$115.00 in the U.S., $130.00 elsewhere.

### ADVANCES IN ANATOMIC PATHOLOGY

**Editors: John K.C. Chan and John Batsakis**

The most practical resource for managing the pathology information explosion. Provides expert insights on new entities, techniques and findings condensed in an easy-to-read, standardized format. Each abstract includes insightful commentary by top authorities.

Library/institutional subscription rates:
$121.00 in the U.S., $131.00 elsewhere.

### ANNALS OF SURGICAL ONCOLOGY

**The Official Journal of The Society for Surgical Oncology**
**Editor: Charles M. Balch**

Here is an oncology journal designed specifically to bring the latest, most significant developments involving multidisciplinary cancer care and research to the practicing surgeon from all specialties.

Library/institutional subscription rates:
$187.00 in the U.S., $208.00 elsewhere.

### JOURNAL OF BRONCHOLOGY

**Dedicated to the Art and Science of Bronchoscopy and Related Disciplines**
**Editor-in-Chief: Udaya B.S. Prakash**

Provides on-going coverage of new developments, trends, and equipment in bronchoscopy and other closely related disciplines, including thorascopy/pleuroscopy, laryngoscopy, and thoracic surgery.

Library/institutional subscription rates:
$119.00 in the U.S., $155.00 elsewhere.

### MENOPAUSE

**The Journal of the North American Menopause Society**
**Editor-in-Chief: Isaac Schiff**
**Editor: Wulf H. Utian**

Menopause is the new peer-reviewed scientific journal devoted exclusively to a complete exploration of subjects pertaining to menopause. It will be the one resource you can turn to for reliable, up-to-the-minute information in this field.

Library/institutional subscription rates:
$108.00 in the U.S., $119.00 elsewhere.

### THE OTOLARYNGOLOGY JOURNAL CLUB JOURNAL

**Editor: Paul Donald**

An indispensable tool for managing an ever-increasing flow of information. Provides expertly condensed articles in a readable, standardized format. Each abstract is accompanied by insightful commentary. Critical illustrations from original articles and key references are also included.

Library/institutional subscription rates:
$113.00 in the U.S., $123.00 elsewhere.

All subscriptions are entered on a calendar-year basis. Prices include $3.00 handling.

Raven Press journals are distributed exclusively in Japan by Igayu-Shoin, Ltd. Please contact them for subscription information.

To request a sample copy or place your order, contact your subscription agent or:
Raven Press, Subscription Department 1B, 1185 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036, USA
Postgraduate Medical Science Series
The aim of the series is to provide biomedical and clinical scientists with a reliable introduction to the theory and to the technical and clinical applications of each topic.

Molecular Neuropathology
Gareth W. Roberts and Julia M. Polak, Editors
The study of neurological disease has been revolutionized by the techniques of molecular biology. This volume is structured to illustrate all the new approaches and demonstrate the practice and promise of molecular neuropathology, primarily for research scientists and clinicians.

Postgraduate Medical Science Series 4
1995 190 pp. 42558-1 Paperback $34.95

Image Analysis in Histology
Conventional and Confocal Microscopy
Richard Wootton, David Springall and Julia Polak, Editors
This volume provides a timely and useful introduction to the theory and practical application of image analysis in histology.

Postgraduate Medical Science Series 3
1995 360 pp. 43482-3 Hardback $130.00

Monoclonal Antibodies
Production, Engineering and Clinical Application
Mary A. Ritter and Heather M. Ladyman, Editors
This book aims to provide a unique combination of the production (by both cellular and molecular biology techniques), structure and functional characteristics of monoclonal antibodies, together with detailed discussions of the various analytic, diagnostic and therapeutic applications of these antibodies.

Postgraduate Medical Science Series 2
1995 500 pp. 47354-3 Hardback $110.00
496 pp. 42503-4 Paperback $39.95

Diabetes
Clinical Science in Practice
R.D.G. Leslie and David C. Robbins, Editors
This significant new publication provides a summary and overview of the most recent scientific advances in diabetes research, and highlights the role of these developments in advancing clinical practice.
1995 550 pp. 45029-2 Hardback $150.00

Now in paperback...

Problems and Methods in Longitudinal Research
Stability and Change
David Magnusson, Lars R. Bergman, Georg Rudinger and Bertil Toressad, Editors
This volume emphasizes the importance of matching methodology to the problem. It deals particularly with concepts of stability and change, central to personality and developmental research.
European Network on Longitudinal Studies on Individual Development
1994 367 pp. 46732-2 Paperback $34.95

Brain Damage in the Preterm Infant
Nigel Paneth, Raoul Rudelli and Elias Kazam
Describes a meticulous survey of germinal matrix/intraventricular hemorrhage in preterm infants, which took place in three New Jersey counties between 1984-1987 with the generation and testing of hypotheses about the causes and consequences of hemorrhage.

Clinics in Developmental Medicine 131
Distributed for Mac Keith Press
1995 224 pp. 1898-68300-X Hardback $69.95

Minor Surgery in Practice
Vija K. Sodera, M.D.
This book provides detailed step by step descriptions of over 160 techniques and procedures, all possible in the office. Guides the reader through from setting up an operating room, patient preparation and precautions, the operation itself, to possible complications and aftercare.
1995 300 pp. 44466-7 Hardback $69.95
CONSUMER HEALTH DATABASE

“MDX HEALTH DIGEST is an excellent source... the combination of popular and clinical journals will be of much greater use to nonmedical types than MEDLINE ever will.”

LIBRARY JOURNAL (April 15, 1994)

MDX HEALTH DIGEST™

An easy-to-use database containing SUMMARIES of more than 20,000 health articles written for the general public. Full Boolean search capabilities by text word or INDEX TERMS. Updated monthly. Sources include:

Medical Journals – Newsletters – Magazines – Medical School Reports – Newspapers.

Produced by healthcare professionals, used by public and hospital libraries, universities, U.S. military and VA facilities, regional and national networks. Available on CD-ROM by SilverPlatter & CD PLUS – ONLINE with OCLC & CD PLUS.

MEDICAL DATA EXCHANGE
4730 Galice Road, Merlin, Oregon 97532
Telephone (503) 471-1627
Facsimile (503) 471-1661

At MLA, see Booth #402

RESEARCH...
It’s the foundation for providing better health care.

Strengthen your research knowledge base with

CE 501 Research Methods for Health Sciences Librarians

CE 502 Research Proposal Development for Librarians

NP 516 Understand Your Users: How to Conduct a Social Research Project

NP 529 Health Services Research Information

Take advantage of these courses and others at MLA’s 1995 Annual Meeting in Washington, DC. Look for further details in your Preliminary Program.

UnCover
Use INTERNET to UnCover...

UnCover
6 million articles from 20,000 multidisciplinary periodicals delivered by fax in 24 hours

UnCover Complete
Pre-1989 journals can be ordered online

UnCover SOS
Order articles by fax, phone, e-mail or post from UnCover’s Single Order Source service

UnCover Reveal
Electronic TOC service with user profiling

E-mail: uncover@carl.org

UnCover is a service of Readmore, Inc.

Readmore, Inc.
22 Cortlandt Street
New York, NY 10007
Phone: 1-800-221-3306
Fax: 212-233-0746

The UnCover Company
3801 East Florida Ave., Ste. 200
Denver, CO 80210, USA
Phone: 1-800-787-7979
Fax: 303-758-5946

...Articles
Anytime, Anywhere

The UnCover Company
Nothing makes the leap between clinical psychology and behavioral medicine like ClinPSYC!

As our understanding of the biological factors in psychological health and the behavioral factors in physical well-being increases, the old boundaries between the mental and the physiological are being erased. And the scientific literature needs of disciplines like clinical psychology, psychiatry, medicine, social work, pharmacology, nursing, and public health are becoming more interdependent.

To help meet these needs, PsycINFO developed ClinPSYC, a specialized CD-ROM database providing abstracts of behavioral literature relevant to these and related fields, including mental and physical disorders and treatments, psychological aspects of physical disorders and treatments, professional issues in the mental health and medical fields, neuropsychology, psychopharmacology, and health and illness assessment methods.

Since ClinPSYC is distributed by CD-PLUS and Silver Platter, you can use familiar software. The on-disc thesaurus makes subject searching precise and simple. And you can choose either a single-user workstation or a network, both priced to suit today's budgets.

For more information on ClinPSYC and our 30-day free trial, call 1-800-374-2722.

PsycINFO, American Psychological Association
750 First St., NE, Wash., DC 20002-4242
(202) 336-5660; Fax (202) 336-5633
TDD: (202) 336-6123
Internet: psycinfo@apa.org

ClinPSYC - the interdisciplinary CD-ROM database for today's health professionals

ClinPSYC
Multiple Genetics Disciplines in a Single Source.

Find genetics information — plants, animals, humans, and microorganisms — using one tool.

- Comprehensive journal coverage — References selected from 6,500 scientific and 340 business publications
- Unparalleled meeting coverage — References to the most current research reported at 2,000 scientific meetings
- Unique business coverage — References to reports on recent government regulations, product launches, mergers and U.S. patents
- International gene sequence numbers included — Over 40,000 sequence numbers from GenBank, the European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL), and the DNA Data Bank of Japan (DDBJ)

☐ Contact me about a free 30-day trial of BIOSIS GenRef on CD.
☐ Send me more information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Return to: BIOSIS, Marketing and Sales, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103 USA or the Official Representative or Authorized Distributor in your area. Or call 1-800-523-4806 (USA and Canada) (215) 587-4847 (Worldwide); Fax (215) 587-2016; Internet: info@mail.biosis.org World Wide Web URL: http://www.biosis.org

MLA495GR

BIOSIS is a registered trademark of Biological Abstracts, Inc.
Why do you want to pay inflated commercial prices when you can have a low-cost, university-based, non-profit system that provides you with:

**LIS**
The Georgetown University Library Information System

LIS offers a wide range of features at competitive costs:

A Fully Integrated System Including:
- Online Public Catalog
- MARC Utilities
- Circulation
- Serials Control
- Acquisitions
- Word Processing

Optional Components:
- minIMEDLINE SYSTEM™
- ALERTS™ / CURRENT CONTENTS® Search System
- Reserve System
- Multiple Library System
- Document Delivery

Features:
- Networking Capabilities
- DEC minicomputers
- minIMEDLINE™ - a user-friendly inhouse bibliographic database
- ALERTS - based on CURRENT CONTENTS® from ISI

---

**New Books from AOCS Press**

**Nutrition and Disease Update**

**CANCER**
Kenneth K. Carroll, Ph.D. and David Kritchevsky, Ph.D., Editors

Dietary Fiber and Cancer
Vitamin A and Cancer
Vitamin C and Cancer
Vitamin E and Cancer
Lipids and Cancer

Softbound.
ISBN 0-935315-49-7
Item #ML070 $50.00

These reports, originally prepared by the Life Sciences Research Office of the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology for the Food and Drug Administration, have been updated for these volumes and review the most recent literature in these areas.

---

**Nutrition and Disease Update**

**HEART DISEASE**
Kenneth K. Carroll, Ph.D. and David Kritchevsky, Ph.D., Editors

Sodium and Hypertension
Dietary Fiber and Cardiovascular Disease
Omega-3 Fatty Acids and Heart Disease
Lipids and Cardiovascular Disease

Softbound.
288 pp. 1994
ISBN 0-935315-50-0
Item #ML071 $45.00

Buy both Cancer and Heart Disease and Save! Item #ML072 $80.00

---

**Proceedings of the 4th International Congress on Trace Elements in Medicine and Biology**

**Trace Elements and Free Radicals in Oxidative Diseases**
Editors: A. Favier, J. Neve, P. Faure

Hardbound. 320 pp. 1994
Item #ML073 List: $75.00, AOCS Member: $60.00
Offering Savings to North American Libraries

1995 LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION PACKAGES

All Springer Subscription Packages are valid for renewal renewal
through your subscription agent or directly through Springer-Verlag.
Selected packages shown below. A complete listing is available upon request.

Call 1-800-SPRINGE(R) (1-800-777-4642)

THE SURGERY COLLECTION
The controversial field of surgery or radical

Surgical Endoscopy
Ultrasonical and Interventional Techniques
8 issues 1995 Regularly $165.00

World Journal of Surgery
8 issues 1995 Regularly $165.00

THE RADIOLGY COLLECTION
Covering radiology of the upper-body

Abdominal Imaging
8 issues 1995 Regularly $165.00

CardioVascular and Interventional Radiology
8 issues 1995 Regularly $165.00

Dysphagia
8 issues 1995 Regularly $165.00

THE CLINICAL COLLECTION
Offering clinical savings for medical doctors

Abdominal Imaging
CardioVascular and Interventional Radiology
Surgical Endoscopy
Dysphagia
World Journal of Surgery

Regularly $165.00 for all three journals.

Surgical
Find It!

HEALTH INDUSTRY QuickSource™

A Complete Descriptive Reference to Health Care Information Resources

CD-ROMS
ONLINE DATABASES
PRINTED PERIODICALS

NEW 1995 EDITION

Come See This Exciting New Publication At
The 95th Annual Meeting in May

Or Call Us Toll Free
(800) 576-4342

QuickSource Press
Publisher

INDUSTRY QuickSource

- Features the latest types of electronic media together with the traditional printed resources, all in a single reference.

- The data for each product listed is obtained and verified through direct contact with the publishers, producers, and vendors, to provide you with the most accurate and current information possible.

- Thoroughly indexed by subject area and by type of media.

- Includes listings of lesser-known products that give vital information not found elsewhere.
REACHING NEW DIMENSIONS IN ONCOLOGY INFORMATION DELIVERY

At J.B. Lippincott, we're continually exploring ways to expand our highly-acclaimed resources for oncology professionals in a variety of cutting-edge formats. Call for a preview of any of these outstanding resources to discover how they will enhance your collection!

ONCODISC
An Integrated Oncology Library on CD-ROM
A cost-effective, easy-to-use, fully integrated oncology database that allows immediate and unlimited access to the latest information on cancer management and treatment including procedures, abstracts of the current research, physicians and organization directories and reference materials. Network pricing available.
Annual fee: $1950.00

CANCER
An Interdisciplinary International Journal of the American Cancer Society
Cancer provides an international interdisciplinary forum for the exchange of information among specialists concerned with the etiology and course of human cancer—contributing to cancer prevention, early detection, diagnosis, cure and rehabilitation. Published twice monthly.
Subscription rates: Domestic: $290.00 International: $350.00
All orders outside the U.S., Mexico, or Canada must add $64.00 for Air Freight Delivery.

CA: A CANCER JOURNAL FOR CLINICIANS
A Journal of the American Cancer Society
CA publishes original, peer-reviewed articles, usually of a review nature, on all aspects of cancer management for clinicians in primary care, oncology and related specialties. Published bimonthly.
Subscription rates: In the United States, this publication is available free of charge on request to local offices of the American Cancer Society. International: $95.00

CANCER PRACTICE
A Multidisciplinary Journal of Cancer Care
This exciting resource fosters a collaborative approach to cancer care by providing a multidisciplinary, peer-reviewed forum for the exchange of practice knowledge among healthcare professionals caring for patients with cancer. Published bimonthly.
Subscription rates: Domestic: $75.00 International: $85.00
All orders outside the U.S., Mexico, or Canada must add $9.00 for Air Freight Delivery.

ONCOLOGY TIMES
The Independent Newspaper for Cancer Specialists
This full-color award-winning newspaper keeps 21,000+ cancer specialists up-to-date on the latest in diagnosis, treatment, clinical trials, basic research and vital political and economic issues in cancer care in full color. Published monthly.
Subscription rates: Domestic: $123.00 International: $151.00
All orders outside the U.S., Mexico, or Canada must add $12.00 for Air Freight Delivery.

DeVita, Hellman and Rosenberg
CANCER: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF ONCOLOGY, FOURTH EDITION, TWO-VOLUME SET
Universally acclaimed for providing the most complete and comprehensive clinical information on the diagnosis and treatment of cancer, the authors share their latest findings in the field of oncology for this dramatically revised and updated text.
2,928 pp., 700 Illus. 70 in Full Color. 500 Tables. Hardcover. 1993.
Domestic & Canadian: $225.00 International: $258.75
Domestic & Canadian: $429.00 International: $286.00

J. B. LIPPINCOTT
A WOLTERS KLUWER COMPANY
227 EAST WASHINGTON SQUARE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106-3780

*Prices quoted in U.S. funds for Institutions only and subject to change. In Canada, add 7% GST.

IT'S EASY TO ORDER!
• CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-777-2295;
  1-301-714-2300 (outside the U.S. or Canada);
• FAX 1-301-824-7390; or
• CONTACT your book wholesaler or subscription agent.
For a free review copy of any of our periodicals, please write J.B. Lippincott, Attn.: JC. All CD-ROMs are available for a FREE 30-Day Preview.
The standard by which other client/server systems are judged

You've been hearing a lot about other client/server systems lately. Horizon™ is the information management system that sets the standard by giving your library all the benefits of client/server computing.

A true client/server system

Others claim they use client/server architecture, but Horizon is the only true client/server system. Client software to access and display information is separate from the server's software to store data, giving you more power at less cost. The flexibility of an open systems environment means you can add to the system as needs change and adapt to future technologies while leveraging your investment.

Expanded patron access

In addition to your own Horizon database, patrons can use Horizon to gather bibliographic data from any Z39.50-compliant system and connect to global resources over the Internet. Access to information is virtually unlimited.

Graphical user interfaces

Your patrons and staff will feel comfortable using this information management system. Since the Horizon client software offers the familiarity of Microsoft® Windows™ System 7 (Macintosh®), or OS/2® interfaces, patrons can search effortlessly with icons, pull-down menus, and point-and-click commands. For dial-in and terminal users, Horizon offers character-based client software.

Proven by libraries like yours

We recognize that your information management system is a big investment. You need a system with a history of success, one designed by library professionals. Horizon has met those requirements with thorough testing by libraries around the world. You know you’re getting a proven system created specifically with libraries in mind.

Horizon is available today

You can bring the benefits of Horizon to your library today. Let us show you the leading client/server system.
NEW IN 1995...
3 journals...
• Journal of Neuro Virology
• Multiple Sclerosis
• Oral Diseases

Now publishing 24 issues per year...
• British Journal of Pharmacology
• Oncogene

Other journals from Stockton Press
• Bone Marrow Transplantation
• British Journal of Cancer
• Cellular Pharmacology
• Endocrine
• European Journal of Clinical Nutrition
• Gene Therapy
• Human and Experimental Toxicology
• International Journal of Obesity
• Journal of Dermatological Treatment
• Journal of Human Hypertension
• Journal of Industrial Microbiology
• Leukemia
• Lupus
• Paraplegia
• Public Health

Books from Stockton Press will also be on display, including:
• Medical Sciences International
• Who’s Who, 6th Edition

STOCKTON PRESS
49 W. 24th St. New York, NY 10010
To order, call toll-free 800-221-2123 • In NY call 212-627-5757 • Fax: 212-627-9256

It’s just a matter of time

For almost half a century, we’ve been using the latest technology to meet your serials processing needs. When you needed a fast, easy system for day-to-day serials functions, we developed REMO, the first PC-based serials control system. Then we networked REMO, another industry first.

To help you save time and money in your ordering and claiming, we built the online ROSS system. Then we developed electronic order forms and invoices as well as X12 interfaces for all major library systems. And now, we’re bringing you BarPro, the bar code technology that will redefine serials control.

If you’re looking for some innovative answers to your serials processing needs, call us today at 1 800-221-3306.

READMORE AUTOMATION
Meeting every need

22 Cortlandt Street • New York, NY 10007-3194 • 1 800-221-3306
A Spectacular Array of New Products from Williams & Wilkins.

The Neurologist

Editor: Barney J. Stern, M.D.

This timely, tailor-made, peer-reviewed neurology journal provides an educational forum for the neurologist. Written and reviewed by the field’s leading specialists, articles are first with facts on diagnostic approaches to take, drug therapies to use, and other applicable advances from clinics and labs worldwide. Bimonthly

Journal of Clinical Rheumatology

Practical Reports on Rheumatic and Musculoskeletal Diseases

Editor: H. Ralph Schumacher, Jr. M.D.

Practice-related issues are the primary focus of this new peer-reviewed resource for rheumatologists. In original reports and reviews, physicians will find expert insights on first and second line treatment of rheumatic and musculoskeletal diseases. An international board has been assembled to gather information on the science and practice of rheumatology worldwide. Bimonthly

Journal of Practical Psychiatry and Behavioral Health

Editor: Allen Frances, M.D.

For the mental health professional, this new peer-reviewed publication is a compendium of useful information on today’s hottest topics and trends. Clinical reviews cover current thinking on patient management, psychopharmacology, diagnosis and treatment. Special emphasis on managed care helps practitioners adapt to a changing healthcare environment. Bimonthly, starting May 1995

The Neuroscientist

Editor: Stephen G. Waxman, M.D., Ph.D.

Although there are several neuroscience journals being published today, few are successful at addressing the ever-growing convergence of neurobiology, neurology, and psychiatry. In The Neuroscientist, peer-reviewed articles report on the new developments in basic and clinical neuroscience and provide an interdisciplinary, disease relevant perspective. Bimonthly

Now Available on CD-ROM.

The fastest growing journal in its field, Neurosurgery covers the latest on surgical procedures and new instruments and is poised to keep the neurosurgeon on the leading edge.

Back volumes of Neurosurgery are available on CD-ROM. This new CD-ROM is fully equipped with 7,000 pages of text, 3 years worth of issues, full-text fuzzy logic searching, hundreds of images, graphs, charts and tables, 2 times zoom capability, and image thumbnail table of contents for quick reference. Use with either Macintosh or Windows.

Call or write for free sample copies of the journals. Sorry, but CD-ROM samples are not available.
You should take a look at the 1995 edition of the Association of Operating Room Nurses' (AORN) *Standards and Recommended Practices* (ISBN 0-939585-88-7). Why? Because AORN's *Standards and Recommended Practices* delivers the most authoritative word on nursing practice specifically for the perioperative setting, and because your library patrons will be looking for it. Updated annually, the 1995 edition of the *Standards and Recommended Practices* features recommended practices on topics from anesthesia to universal precautions. New this year are recommended practices for endoscopic minimal access surgery and revisions of several other recommended practices. The 1995 edition incorporates more resources than ever before to help health care professionals stay abreast of new developments in health care.

Who uses AORN's *Standards and Recommended Practices*?

- **Health care professionals** refer to the *Standards* time and time again as a trusted resource of perioperative nursing information.
- **Educators** can develop curricula and build courses on perioperative nursing.
- **Students** consult the *Standards* for their coursework and
- **Libraries** can complete their perioperative reference collection.

At just $43.75, you will find AORN's *Standards and Recommended Practices* is a small investment with a large return.


AORN is the professional specialty nursing association of approximately 47,000 operating room nurses in the United States and abroad who manage, teach, and practice perioperative nursing; who are enrolled in nursing education; and who are engaged in perioperative research. AORN provides continuing education opportunities for perioperative nurses through seminars; clinical articles in the *AORN Journal*; and its annual Congress, which offers technical and scientific exhibits and more than 70 educational sessions by speakers recognized in their fields.

Perioperative nursing practice is defined as, “those activities performed by the professional nurse in the preoperative, intraoperative, and postoperative phases of the patient's surgical experience.”

Association of Operating Room Nurses, Inc.
2170 South Parker Road, Suite 300 - Denver, CO 80234-5718 - 1-303-554-6500
Think of Immunology Today, add fast, desktop access, add more essential information, add new ways to find the articles you need...

...then you’ll get the picture.

Immunology Today Online gives you topical news and reviews; powerful search, retrieval and print facilities; abstracts of cited papers (from EMBASE®); online correspondence and debate; and an electronic product finder with product news and company information.

Post, fax or phone your enquiry to:

UK & ROW: FLEISER FRIENDS JOURNALS,
Oxford Health Centre, P.O. Box 900, Kidlington,
Oxon, OX1, USA
Tel: 0800 544 844 300 Fax: 0800 544 844 940
Enquiries: journals@elsevier.co.uk
USA FLEISER FRIENDS JOURNALS,
101 White Plains Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591-5143
Tel: +1 914 524 9200 Fax: +1 914 533 2444

Internet and dial access (OCLC and CompuServe networks). Available via OCLC Electronic Journals Online.

VISIT US AT BOOTH NOS. 602 AND 615.
Unless your drug reference is Physicians GenRx
it may be costing you more than you think.

A lot more.

Rising prescription prices are a prime concern for patients, government agencies, and managed care organizations alike. So if your drug reference doesn't help you prescribe cost-effectively, your patient retention and practice development are bound to suffer.

That's why today's drug reference of choice is Physicians GenRx.

Unlike traditional references, Physicians GenRx gives you all the information you need to provide effective therapies, hold costs down, and keep patients coming back...

- Complete, unbiased prescribing data for every FDA-approved drug — brand name and generic — in one 2700-page hardcover volume
- FDA recommendations on when and when not to use generics
- Prices of every brand name and generic alternative
- Comparative total costs of therapy for all brand names and generics
- Formulary coverage for major HMOs
- Federal maximum allowable costs
- In-depth supplier profiles
- Foreign brand name equivalents
- Full-color drug identification aids
...and much more!

Physicians GenRx.
Can you really afford to use anything else?

Unconditional Full-Year Guarantee
We're certain the Physicians GenRx will help you prescribe more effectively. But if you're not satisfied with its quality after the first 12 months, Mosby will refund all your expectations, return your textbook at any time during that period by calling Mosby with questions answered.

FREE a $21.95 value when you purchase 1995 Physicians GenRx:
• Brand-new 1,442-page reference
• Compact, go-anywhere format
• Extra-durable laminated cover

For Fastest Service Order Toll-Free 24 hours a day!

Call 800-426-4545 or FAX 800-535-9935

1995 Physicians GenRx: $36.25 plus $6.00
You'll also receive Mosby's Pocket Dictionary of Medicine, Nursing, & Allied Health FREE with purchase.
Two New Important Alternative Medicine Journals from A Leading Biomedical Publisher

The Journal of Alternative and Complementary Medicine
Research on Paradigm, Practice, and Policy

Editor-in-Chief:
Marc S. Micozzi, MD, PhD
National Museum of Health and Medicine

Senior Editor:
Fredi Kronenberg, PhD
College of Physicians and Surgeons of Columbia University

European Editor:
Kim A. Jobst, MA, MRCP
University of Oxford

Announcing a new quarterly peer-reviewed journal for physicians and researchers seeking comprehensive information on nontraditional medical practices, some of which are centuries old but are not incorporated in current medical curricula.

SELECTED PAPERS

Alternative and Complementary Medicine: Part of Human Heritage
By Marc S. Micozzi, MD, PhD

Guest Editorial: The Importance of Alternatives to Health Care Reform
By Senator Tom Harkin

Assessment of Plants as Medicines Bauhinia: A Tale of Two Tales (with Curandero’s Criteria)
By James A. Duke, PhD

The Regulation of Acupuncture Needles by the U.S. FDA
By James S. Turner, JD

Photoessay: Traditional Japanese Massage
By Stanley B. Burns, MD and Jason L. Burns

Social Science Theory and Methods in the Study of Alternative and Complementary Medicine
By Claire Cassidy, PhD

Complementary Medicine and HIV Illness in the US: The Case of Traditional Chinese Medicine
By Alondra Oubre, PhD

A Critical Analysis of Acupuncture in Pulmonary Disease: Efficacy and Safety of the Acupuncture Needle
By Kim A. Jobst, MA, MRCP

Treatment of Seasonal Affective Disorder with High-Output Negative Ionizer
By Michael Terman, PhD and Juan Soler, PhD

Curriculum Development: Introducing Alternative/Complementary Healing to Allopathic Medical Students
By Marilyn Pollard Laken, PhD, RN and Seid Cosovic, MD

Abstracts: European Tissue Repair Society Satellite Meeting: Traditional Medicine Symposium Related to Wound Healing
By David Schlager, MD

Volume 1, 1995, Quarterly ISSN: 1075-5535

Personal Subscription Rate:
• USA $89, plus $10.95 p&h
• Overseas/Air $109 includes p&h

Institutional Subscription Rate:
• USA $120, plus $10.95 p&h
• Overseas/Air $140 includes p&h

*Personal subscription must be paid by personal check and will be sent to home address. Only available to new subscribers.

A Clinical Journal for Doctors and Health Care Practitioners

Alternative & Complementary Therapies

The only journal that provides health care practitioners with the pragmatic up-to-date information they need in order to evaluate and integrate alternative medicine into their practice.


Contents Include:
• Unconventional Cancer Therapies: Can Your Patients Benefit?
• Championing Integrative Medicine: An Interview with Andrew Weil, M.D.
• The NIH Office of Alternative Medicine: Evaluating Research Outcomes
• The FDA and the Vitamin Wars: Are Your Patients Winning?
• Alternative Medicine in Managed Care Settings
• Alternative Medicine on the Internet: A Practitioner’s Guide
• Arthritis Benefits from Shark Cartilage Therapy
• Mind-Body Medicine: An Important Therapeutic Component
• Alternative Approaches to the Treatment of Asthma
• Biofeedback: Instrumentation for Patient Therapy
• Deprenyl and L-dopa: Use of Smart Drugs Is Controversial
• Chelation Therapy: Pros and Cons

Includes cutting-edge papers and practical information on:
• Chiropractic
• Acupuncture
• Chinese medicine
• Ayurvedic medicine
• Holistic medicine
• Mind/body medicine
• Homeopathy and naturopathy
• Herbs and botanicals
• Vitamin therapy
• Nutrition and diet
• Behavioral therapy
• Yoga and body work
• Chelation therapy
• Meditation practices
• Psychoneuroimmunology
• Massage therapy
• Practice management and reimbursement
• Regulatory issues
• Other alternative approaches

Volume 1, 1995, Bimonthly ISSN: 1076-2809

Personal Subscription Rate:
• USA $79, plus $10.95 p&h
• Overseas/Air $109 includes p&h

Institutional Subscription Rate:
• USA $110, plus $10.95 p&h
• Overseas/Air $140 includes p&h

*Personal subscription must be paid by personal check and will be sent to home address. Only available to new subscribers.

Mary Ann Liebert, Inc., publishers

SUBSCRIBE TODAY
By Mail
Mary Ann Liebert, Inc., publishers
1651 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10128

By Fax
(212) 289-3347

By Phone
1-800-M-LIEBERT
"What a great idea!"
"A health sciences librarian’s best friend."
"The MLA discount is an important benefit."
"The most useful resource in our department."
"We sincerely hoped it would be as good as it turned out to be."
"It has everything I need."
"We liked the idea so much, we subscribed right away."
"I felt wonderful when the MLA endorsed it."
"I’m definitely going to renew my subscription!"
"It really, truly, is unique."
"It made me feel more secure."
"I love the reviews and the ratings—and the audiences!"
"I’m so excited about it!"

Discover what hundreds of librarians learned last year.

See for yourself what hundreds of your colleagues have already discovered—that Doody’s book review service streamlines your job!

See for yourself why the Medical Library Association has endorsed our flagship product, Doody’s Health Sciences Book Review Journal, as a valuable collection development, reference, and cataloging tool for its members. Use your exclusive MLA member discount to subscribe and you’ll save both time and money.

We’re also pleased to announce that the new editions of Doody’s Annual and Doody’s Rating Service are coming this May. Both of these annual references provide you with accurate, single-source overviews of health sciences book publishing in the past year.

And now you can have instant access to Doody Publishing’s entire database of book information, including expert reviews, through the Internet’s World Wide Web. Doody’s Home Page, available in May, delivers new book reviews and health sciences publishing news faster than any other source.

For more information about Doody’s Home Page, a free sample of Doody’s Journal, or to order any Doody product, please call (800) 219-9500.

DOODY PUBLISHING, INC.
1145 Westgate, Suite 200 Oak Park, IL 60301
(800) 219-9500

*All quotes are from MLA members who are subscribers to our flagship product, Doody’s Journal.*
Why purchase several compact discs when you can rely on a single source for access to the widest range of life science journal literature: Biological Abstracts on CD.

Comprehensive Journal and Subject Coverage

Nearly 6,500 international journals are monitored for Biological Abstracts on CD, so researchers can pinpoint relevant references quickly and easily. Biological Abstracts on CD's extensive multidisciplinary life science coverage enables you to direct a variety of researchers to this single, convenient source.

A Smart Investment

Biological Abstracts on CD eliminates the need to purchase costly single-subject publications that offer limited coverage. Plus, Biological Abstracts on CD employs SilverPlatter's user-friendly software, so even novice searchers achieve optimum results.

Call Now for a 30-Day Free Trial Disc!

1-800-523-4806 (USA and Canada)
(215) 587-4847 (Worldwide)

Yes! Send me the following:

☑ A 30-Day trial disc for Biological Abstracts on CD
☑ Brochure and prices

Name
Title
Organization
Address
City
State
Country
Postal Code

Telephone

Return this coupon to BIOSIS, Inquiry Fulfillment, MLA/IRB/CD, 2100 Arch Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-1899 USA or to the Official Representative or Authorized Distributor in your area. Fax (215) 987-2016. Internet e-mail: info@biosis.org

World Wide Web URL: http://www.biosis.org
NEW SERIES**

CURRENT PRACTICE IN HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARIANSHIP

Edited by Alison Bunting

Now Published, Vol. 1—REFERENCE AND INFORMATION SERVICES in Health Sciences Libraries

Sandra Wood, ed.


"... writing and editing quality is very good... volume is well organized... represents an important contribution to the profession."—James Shedlock, Doody's Health Sciences Book Review Journal

This first volume of the new CURRENT PRACTICE series is supplemental to the standard HANDBOOK OF MEDICAL LIBRARY PRACTICE, which is still available and valid. Over the next several years, seven additional volumes will be published, and, when complete, the new set will replace the 3-volume set, published between 1982 and 1988.

HANDBOOK OF MEDICAL LIBRARY PRACTICE

Louise Darling, David Bishop, & Lits Ann Colatunni

VOL. I: Public Services in Health Sciences Libraries

SPECIAL $17.46 MLA MEMBERS PAY $13.58

VOL. II: Technical Services in Health Sciences Libraries

SPECIAL $21.42 MLA MEMBERS PAY $16.66

VOL. III: Administration

SPECIAL $27.72 MLA MEMBERS PAY $21.56

SPECIAL $63 MLA MEMBERS PAY $49

New edition of a standard in the field—INTRODUCTION TO REFERENCE SOURCES IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES,

3rd ed.

Fred W. Roper & Jo Anne Boorkman


From reviews of earlier editions—"... an excellent overview... Highly recommended..."—Library Journal

"This is a book with which every medical reference librarian will want to be familiar."—Medical Reference Services Quarterly

Also available—

MANAGING PUBLIC ACCESS MICROCOMPUTERS IN HEALTH SCIENCES LIBRARIES

Gale G. Hannigan & Janis F. Brown

172 pp. 6" x 9" 1990 #2436-1 $36.00

EDUCATIONAL SERVICES IN SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Martha Jane K. Zachert

229 pp. 6" x 9" 1990 #2431-0 $39.95

"... comprehensive... a must purchase for any health sciences library..."

—BARBARA W. FRANCIS, MEDICAL REFERENCE SERVICES QUARTERLY

DRUG INFORMATION

A Guide to Current Resources

Bonnie Snow

255 pp. 1989 paper #2430-2 $22.40

MLA Members will receive a 20% discount on these titles (have your membership number ready).

**Submit your standing order for the CURRENT PRACTICE series, and in addition to your 20% MLA member discount, all books in this series will be shipped postage free automatically upon publication. (Non MLA members please call for details.)

Medical Library Association / Scarecrow Press

P.O. Box 4167 • Metuchen, NJ 08840 • 800-537-7107 • 908-548-8600
As a librarian in a vital, prestigious biomedical organization, Dave's job is to connect people to information. Knowledge Finder® CD-ROM products help him do just that! Since Knowledge Finder is friendly and powerful with a fuzzy or boolean option, end-users learn to search the literature in minutes. Dave even sees his patrons teaching each other. No wonder he says Knowledge Finder is the best solution for the librarian.

But Don't Take Dave's Word for It! Try it before you buy it! Let your end-users give Knowledge Finder or Knowledge Server® (our network version), a No Risk, Free Trial.

Aries Systems Corporation
200 Sutton Street
North Andover, MA 01845 USA
Tel: (508) 975-7570
Fax: (508) 975-3811

Knowledge Finder®
Now there’s a new name for integrated serial information management ... 
EBSCO Information Services. We’ve grouped several of our divisions and services 
together to signify our unique capability to offer convenient, cost-effective, 
single-source serial information management. 
EBSCO Information Services is ... 

EBSCO Subscription Services:
- Global serial information management 
- EDI and interfaces with automated library systems 
- EBSCONET® and EBSCONET® Plus electronic transaction systems 
- EBSCO/RETRO™ and EBSscan™ services to facilitate transitions 
- Customized serials management/collection development reports. 

EBSCO Publishing:
- Abstract, full text and research databases on CD-ROM 
- Powerful EBSCO-CD™ search software 
- No charge for networking EBSCO databases within one building 
- Many databases available on magnetic tape. 

EBSCODoc™:
- Full-service document delivery 
- Timely, cost-effective delivery of virtually any document 
- In-house access to more than 30,000 titles 
- Electronically linked worldwide source locations 
- Special sources department to obtain difficult-to-locate materials 
- Fulfillment of EBSCO’s Current Citations™ database orders 
- Customized Table of Contents service. 
- Formerly Dynamic Information

EBSCOhost:
- Client/server technology 
- Z39.50 compliant 
- Over 2,500 periodicals abstracted by EBSCO Publishing 
- Article citations for over 10,000 journals plus full text of almost 1,000 journals 
- Multiple platforms including DOS, Windows and UNIX implementations 
- Available online in 1995.

Call EBSCO for all your serial information management needs. 
International Headquarters, Birmingham, Alabama • (205) 991-6600 • Fax (205) 995-1636